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Wishing everyone a nice spring and summer!
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In the absence of a V.P. of Membership, our President Justin Pimentel has been stepping forward and helping with membership renewal reminders. Thanks go to Justin for doing this.
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Again, that leaves only the V.P. of Membership that is still open. Please consider doing this
to the benefit of us all.
I always mention the subject of the Speaker Program. But, there is a reason for this : A very
small minority of chapters take advantage of this program. It enables your chapter to have
good & informative out of area speakers on many varied subjects. Take advantage of it. Try
it. You will not be disappointed.
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Visit the SCI web site at
www.steincollectors.org
Prosit

Steve Bruening of the Michesteiners has stepped forward to take on the Chapter Development Officer position. I will work with him to develop Chapter & Verse again so that regular
communication can be maintained between the chapters and the SCI Executive Committee.
He will also get in contact with the chapters to see how he can assist you in chapter maintenance and building.
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Please also check on your chapter's contact info on the chapter page of the website (steincollectors.org). Our Secretary John Kelly will be in touch with each chapter to see who will
be your chapter rep. at the Board of Trustees meeting at the convention. This is important;
especially now, because our convention will be here soon! Please ensure your chapter rep.'s
name and email address at least are given so we can easily contact your chapter.
George Felty has agreed to maintain our Facebook page. Some information has already been
added there regarding some articles and information for interested ones to get in touch with
SCI or the chapters. If you have any ideas for additions to this site, please get in touch with
George. Thanks, George!
I would also now like to thank those that are doing a great job on behalf of all of us as they
serve on the Executive Committee.
Thanks go to Sue Fox, who is doing a great job as our V.P. of Conventions. She is the engine
behind last year's convention in L.A., this year's convention in Pittsburgh, PA. and next year's
convention in Orlando, FL. Thank you, Sue!

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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A book review on "Deutsche Reservisten-Bierkruge"
by Spencer Wessling

During my 25 years of stein collecting of primarily Regimental steins, I have studied
many regimental stein books for sale of
which I have purchased several. Most of
these books have added to my stein education but a number of them have been repetitious or a disappointment or written only in
German.
When the book "Deutsche ReservistenBierkruge" was advertised I was very dubious of the value for me. The advertisement
presented impressive photos but did not
mention any regimental historic and educational information. I was concerned it would
be primarily a picture book. However, despite
my doubts I ordered the book.

I received the book and I am thoroughly enjoying this fascinating publication which is
printed in both English and German. As I
read the book I have found that many of the
excellent descriptive captions accompanying
the stein photographs point out additional important and interesting information about
each stein. This information is immensely
valuable to a serious collector of regimental
steins in relation to desirability and uniqueness.
The book itself is of high quality. The first 39
pages are informational and educational on
the various regiments and on regimental
steins. The following 729 pages are filled
with stein photographs. Each page generally
shows multiple views of each stein along
with descriptions and special characteristics.
Also included are accompanying souvenir
plates, flasks, and go-withs.
Finally, the last few pages are advertisements for auction houses which might be of
interest to the collector as well.
Although "Deutsche Reservisten-Bierkruge"
does duplicate some information that advanced collectors will likely already know,
other information will be new to them. For the
new regimental collector this book offers fantastic and interesting data.

In my opinion, this book is absolutely phenomenal. The impressive quality, the detailed information, the close-up photographs,
and the extensive descriptions completely
justify the purchase cost.
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A Shoulder Board Study
on Regimental Steins
by Peter Meinlschmidt

In the following presentation not the rare
and expensive regimental steins will be examined, but specific ones associated with
"run-of-the-mill" Prussian infantry and field
artillery regiments (without Bavaria) which
sport, as part of their center motif, the regiment's shoulder board. During the period
under review relevant for the emergence of
regimental steins (1890 - 1914) the shoulder board does indeed form part of the center motif or even constitutes the center
motif on most regimental steins with the appearance of the shoulder board presented
on the steins precisely matching the type of
shoulder boards that have actually been
worn on the tunic of the respective unit.

The shoulder board itself was colored in a
certain basic color and provided with an "insignia"(i.e. numeral in most cases, a ruler's
or Honorary-Colonel's initials or a symbol).
These insignia were applied in red color on
white, yellow, blue and green shoulder
boards, but were yellow on red shoulder
boards. A specific color code was prescribed for the shoulder boards' basic color
(as far as the Prussian Infantry and Field
Artillery was concerned), which depended
on the Army Corps affiliation of the respective unit. (The Army Corps area was at the
same time also the geographic origin
and/or recruiting region of the respective
unit.)
During our above-mentioned period under
review, the following Army Corps (which
used to be referred to by Roman numerals) were newly established:
*
*
*
*

In
In
In
In

1890 the
1899 the
1900 the
1912 the

XVI and XVII AC
XVIII and (Saxon) XIX AC
(Bavarian ) III AC
XX and XXI AC

(Note: For our subsequent study, the
Bavarian III Army Corps should be disregarded.)
As a consequence of the organizational
changes resulting from the introduction of
the above new Army Corps and, eventually,
in a few individual cases, certain specific infantry and field artillery regiments experienced an Army Corps change which, as a
rule, also entailed a change in the basic
color of their shoulder boards.
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Affected from this were the infantry regiments numbered: 14, 17, 18, 25, 30, 44,
59, 60 70, 129, 131, 137, 138, 146, 147,
148, 150, 151, 152, 166, 171, and 172
(with a few of them even experiencing several Army Corps changes), and Field Artillery Regiments numbered : 8, 15, 19, 25,
27, 3 1 , 32, 35, 66, 67 und 73.

Now, this has a special particularity for regimental stein collectors, as a regimental
stein from one of the aforementioned units
may differ with respect to the basic color of
the shoulder board (provided, of course that
the shoulder board is displayed as part of
the center motif) from another regimental
stein of the same unit (but with different
service dates) so that at least two variants
of a regimental stein from the same unit
may be found in the hands of regimental
stein collectors. Possibly, little attention has
thus far been paid to this special feature.

Due to understandable reasons, I only had
a very limited number of pictures at my disposal and it would be very interesting to receive photographic evidence of as many
steins as possible that fall into this category
from fellow stein collectors. Perhaps in this
way this article could develop into some
sort of "interactive article", which would be
highly welcome.

Below, I present some examples based on
the pictures that have been available to me.

Shown here are two regimental steins from
Infantry Regiment Baron Hiller von Gaertringen (4th Posen) No. 59 (Infanterie-Regiment Freiherr Hiller von Gärtringen (4.
Posensches) Nr. 59) with shoulder boards
of different basic colors. This regiment was
one of those few which even experienced
three Army Corps changes and only the
picture of a third stein with a white shoulder
board (and red numeral "59") is missing.
This latter stein would have to have service
dates until 1902. Starting from 1890 the
regiment had been assigned to I Army
Corps (white shoulder boards). In 1902 it
became part of XVII AC (yellow shoulder
boards) and starting from 1912 it was reassigned to the (newly established) XX Army
Corps (blue shoulder boards).
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As can be seen from the service dates
(1901 - 1903) on this stein, the final decorator has, in this special case, either failed
to apply the blue basic color to the shoulder board or - what is more likely here - he
has consciously done so (being well aware
that this would deviate from the correct
color of the shoulder board) because it
would have "conflicted" with the same
(blue) colored robe of the pictured Germania.)
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With the final Army Corps change in 1912
to the newly established XXI Army Corps,
the regiment received light green shoulder
boards, as shown on the stein. (The fact
that the stein's center motif also has a second shoulder board displayed on the left,
i.e. that of Infanterie-Regiment Landgraf
Friedrich I. von Hessen-Cassel ( 1 . Kurhessisches) Nr. 81 points to the fact that elements of this regiment had been used to
form the 3rd battalion (i.e. Companies 9 12) of Infantry Regiment No. 166, which
was implemented as late as 1913 at the
Bitsch training area.)
* Information about Kaiser prizes captured,
name changes of units, Honorary-Colonels
(and related changes), nicknames and garrisons and their changes can be found in
my German language documentation
"Kompaktübersicht über die Truppenteile
der Alten Armee ( 1 8 7 0 - 1914)."

The infantry regiment Hessen-Hornburg
No. 166 (established in 1897) initially belonged to the XI Army Corps (red shoulder
boards) - see the stein on left page bottom
right with service dates (1897 - 99) ~
transferred in 1899 to the VIII Army Corps
(blue shoulder boards, see stein top of column), was again transferred to the XV AC
in 1909 (wore again red shoulder boards)
and was, in 1912, finally reassigned to the
XXI Army Corps (light green shoulder
boards). It, thus, changed the (basic) color
of ist shoulder boards a total of four times.
(The picture just above, which I did not
want to withhold from our readers, seems
to suggest that white shoulder boards
would have been worn by the regiment.
However, this has NEVER been the case.

The (artificially) colored studio photograph
from the regiment's garrison town of Bitsch
clearly shows the red shoulder boards
again which had been worn again due to
the regiment's relocation to Bitsch in Alsace in 1909 (and associated Army Corps
change). From the Kaiser prize marksmanship badge * worn on the right upper
sleeve of the soldier's tunic (which the 5th
company captured in 1910), the photograph can be dated to 1910 and/or 1911.

The center motif of this stein of
2.
Lothringisches Infanterie-Regiment Nr. 131
includes two differently colored shoulder
boards (onto which the same regimental
number has been inscribed). During the period under review, the regiment was, from
1890 to 1912, a part of XVI Army Corps
(yellow shoulder boards) and then changed
over (in 1912) to the XXI Army Corps
(green shoulder boards). The service dates
inscribed on this stein (1911 - 13) exactly
reflect this period of the Army Corps
change.
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Extending my study even further, I would
also like to point out the following particularities, using related illustrations.

On this stein from the 2. Unter-Elsässischen Infanterie-Regiment Nr. 137 we also
see the red should board, which had initially
been worn during the period of the unit's affiliation with XV Army Corps (top picture)
and on another stein from that same regiment the light green shoulder board which
was adopted in conjuction with the
changeover to XXI Army Corps in 1912.

When looking at the shoulder board applied
onto the stein top of this column, one
would, at the first glance, be inclined to believe that it was an infantry stein. However,
when taking a closer look and reading the
inscriptions
(particularly
the
slogan
"Kanonendonner ist unser Gruß" ("Cannon
thunder is our greeting"), it becomes clear
that the stein had belonged to a gunner
from Holsteinsches Feldartillerie-Regiment

Nr. 24 with service dates 1897-1899. This
regiment has never experienced any Army
Corps change, for it has always been part
of IX Army Corps. However, starting from 1
October 1899 the previously uniformly red
shoulder board color of the Field Artillery
was to be adapted to the color code applicable to the respective Army Corps. Since
the Field Artillery Regt. No. 24 belonged to
the IX Army Corps, the basic color of the
shoulder boards was white. Also, starting
from the same above date, all Prussian
Field Artillery Regiments had to wear the
symbol of their service branch (i.e. "flaming
grenade") in addition to the regimental
number on the shoulder boards.

